
CASE STUDY 
Child Safe Pack Design and Supply



In 2015 Origin were approached by a pharmaceutical company to assist in an 
urgent pack design challenge. Our client (one of the top 25 globally by value) 
had completed development of a class A controlled drug as a topical pain 
relief product for the US market. The product had been in development since 
2007.

Prior to our engagement and after eight years of costly development our client 
had submitted their product in its primary packaging for child safe testing to the 
US test protocol 16CFR1700.20.  The packaging failed to meet the child safe 
criteria and its rejection caused an urgent revision of the packaging design.    
Our client modified their closure system to a point at which they felt they had a 
product capable of passing the child safe test procedure. The revised design 
was resubmitted to the authorities for repeat testing. The pack failed again, now 
only twelve weeks from the specified launch date.

It was at this point Origin were approached and we were asked whether we 
had the resource, flexibility and experience to salvage this costly project and 
meet the launch date in twelve weeks? We would need to design, manufacture, 
test and produce. Twelve weeks! - we love a challenge at Origin.

Origin met with the client and assessed the design of the failed packaging. 
We established what could and what could not be modified and brought this 
brief complete with samples back to our design team. A process of elimination 
and reverse engineering was applied and the ideal solution identified. Next we 
searched our existing portfolio of tools to check whether any solution existed  
that could be applied to the need. Whilst there was no exact solution we 
identified a tool set that could be modified to suit the customers need. Whilst 
looking at the modification needed we included a refresh in the aesthetics of 
the product and presented a solution to our client.  

Approval was received and using our Hybrid HP³ network we were able to 
modify the tooling, produce and validate trial samples and produce 100,000 
units.  This was a sufficient quantity to gain both 16CFR1700.20 child safe test 
certification, and for completing the launch quantity of product.  All in twelve 
weeks? Well no, actually we completed in EIGHT!




